


RECARI s 
a new film by Merilyn Fairskye 

Twenty five years ago on Saturday April 26 1986 an explosion and 
fire occurred at Reactor No.4 at Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. 

Between 600,000 and 700, 0000 people known 
as liquidators took part in the cleanup. 

8,000 people work there today to mitigate 
and contain the spread of radiation. 

Chernobyl workers passing Reactor No.4 at the end of their shift 

Brief synopsis 

"Precarious" is a haunting evocation of the aftermath of the explosion at Chernobyl, 25 years on.This 
visually stunning road movie takes the spectator on a bleak journey from the shores of the Black Sea to 

the frozen heart of Chernobyl, passing through desolate, snowy landscapes, littered with abandoned 
villages. Squatting in this icy wasteland, the ghostly sarcophagus of Reactor No. 4 is a constant 
reminder of the threat still lurking below. While winter exerts its hold, ice keeps the hidden radiation at 
bay, but the spring thaw will onceagain release the surrounding rivers' toxic flow. Accompanied by 

from a group of unseen veterans of the disaster, "Precarious" bears witness to both the folly 
and resilience of humans and to nature's fragility. 

TRAILER AND INFORMATION 

www.precarious.com.au 
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FILM OUTLINE 

"Precarious" is a road movie. The journey starts, 1,000 kilometres away, in Crimea, in inverse direction to the 
flow of contaminated water from Chernobyl after the accident, via the Pripyat and Dnieper Rivers.through 
Ukraine's waterways down to the Black Sea. Passing through Yalta, Alushta, Gurzuf, and up to Kiev, it takes 
us right into the heart of Chernobyl. To Reactor No. 4. 

Our companions are an unseen group of people who have experienced Chernobyl at first hand - Yuriy 
Tatarchuk - Deputy Head, International Department Chernobylinterinform, who has worked there for fifteen 
years and is our guide; luri Ursul - a former helicopter pilot who was a 'liquidator' sent to Chernobyl after the 
accident; Oksana Khorozova - a teacher at the time and Kiev resident; her husband Oleg Khorozov a scientist 
at the Academy of Science, who analysed contamination in the waterways; Professor Igor Schchepotin -
Director, of the National Cancer Institute and Honoured Physician of Ukraine, Kiev; and Zoya lshakaryova, 
a former lntourist worker who is now a manager at the Sunflower B and B Hotel. Tatiana Myciova was a local 
living near thePower Plant, and Igor Koston was the first photographer to capture the immediate consequences 
of the accident. 

1. The Black Sea at dawn

2. Nameless archway, Alushta, Crimea

3. Livardia Palace, Yalta, where Churchill, Stalin
and Roosevelt met in 1945.

4. The Black Sea , Gurzuf

5. Dnieper River viewed from Krehchety Park, Kiev

6. The People's Friendship Arch, dedicated to the
unification of Russia and Ukraine, Kiev



FILM OUTLINE cont'd 

The nearer we get to Chernobyl, the film passes through a bleak, snowy landscape, littered with deserted villages, 
now engulfed by trees, as nature reasserts itself. Further on, houses lie buried, ghostly, under a layer of toxic clay. 
The power plant itself sits in a vast iced-over lake, its structures terminally damaged, incomplete, obsolete. The 
abandoned city of Pripyat, blanketed by thick snow and heavy silence, is a place after the end of the world. 

Paradoxically, for locals, ice and snow provide protection against radiation, as they trap radioactive materials 
that still linger on. With the spring, flooding will occur, and once again contaminated water will run from the 
Pripyat River to the Black Sea. 

Avoiding the conventions of a standard documentary approach, Precarious is a haunting evocation of ordinary 
people's capacity to endure, in the face of technological failure and state secrecy on a grand scale. 

1. Ghost houses in the Exclusion Zone

2. Non-functional waste disposal unit

3. Reactor No.4

4. Looking across Pripyat from the Hotel Polissia

5. Cooling Tower for Reactors No.5 & 6

6. Leaving the inner Exclusion Zone
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